
                                      Marc Blondin Photography 
 
       (707) 703.9731 
   www.marcblondinphotography.com 
                 email: mbphoto@sonic.net 
 
 Thank you for contacting me for my wedding photography services. 
The following is a little description of the services I offer. 
 
 You can customize a wedding collection to fit your own needs. All 
major credit cards are accepted and you can break the wedding 
collections into a payment plan. Any possible extra additions like the 
Flush Mounted Fine Art Wedding Book can be noted in the contract and 
paid for at a later time after the wedding and in payments. Subtraction of 
items like slide show, website, or customizing of 100 images does not 
effect price. 
 
  
 High-resolution files: about 1,200 - 1,600 edited wedding images of 
the entire wedding. You can have unedited if you want as well. Your 
favorite 100 images customized in special color and b&w filters, including 
free touchups. You will be able to print and duplicate from all high-
resolution images.  
 Additional photographer: You would receive about another 600-
1000 additional high-resolution images of the wedding, which you can 
print from as well. 
 
 Payment plan: You can break the wedding collection into 2 to 3 
payments and you can pay by credit card if you wish to. Example: 1st 
payment is to hold me for the wedding day, the 2nd payment is due 
halfway down the road, and the final payment is due 1 week before the 
wedding date. 
 
 Wedding contract: I can send you a sample contract explaining all 
the details of what you are getting in the wedding collection such as 
additions, possible upgrades, and etc. I can e-mail it to you to view, and it 
is very easy to understand. 
Full day coverage: I usually photograph up to about 7-10 hrs., but can do 
longer at no extra charge. I usually like to show up about 3 hrs. before the 
ceremony, and leave about 30 min.- 1 hr. after the last important item is 
finished, such as cutting of the cake or etc. I can however stay till the end 
or adapt to any time frame, at no additional charge. If you only need me a 
few hours, because it is a boutique wedding, a wedding not on a typical 
wedding day, or etc., I can possibly negotiate a less amount for the 
wedding collection. 
 
 Engagement sessions can take place in the Wine Country or S.F., 
which include multiple wardrobe changes if you want. There is no charge 
for travel. 
                       



                                      Wedding Collections 
 

    
DIAMOND COLLECTION: Full coverage wedding day photography 
          One photographer, ( Marc Blondin )  
          High-resolution files of all the wedding images 
          Favorite 100 wedding images customized 
          Website viewing 
          Wedding slideshow 

• Total: $2,700.00 
 
 
Ala-carte additions:  
                                  Additional photographer: $400.00 
 
                        Engagement session including  
                                             high resolution images: $500.00   
       
                        
    Kingston Fine Art Book: $1,700.00 large 
       $1,000.00 small 
                         
   Rehearsal Dinner coverage: $250.00 
 
 
 
  
 
PLATINUM COLLECTION: Full coverage wedding day photography 
    2 photographers, ( Marc Blondin & photographer ) 
    12x12 or 11x14 or 14x11 Kingston Fine Art Book 
    Engagement session or Rehearsal Dinner coverage 
    High-resolution files of all the wedding images 
    Favorite 100 wedding images customized 
            Website viewing 
    Wedding slide show 

• Total: $4,850.00  
 
     
     
           
 
  
 
  


